Abstract-This paper considers the discovery of trading decision models from high-frequency foreign exchange (FX) markets data using genetic programming (GP). It presents a domain-related structuring of the representation and incorporation of semantic restrictions for GP-based search of trading decision models. A defined symmetry property provides a basis for the semantics of FX trading models. The symmetry properties of basic indicator types useful in formulating trading models are defined, together with semantic restrictions governing their use in trading model specification. The semantics for trading model specification have been defined with respect to regular arithmetic, comparison, and logical operators. This study also explores the use of two fitness criteria for optimization, showing more robust performance with a risk-adjusted measure of returns.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT years have seen an increasing use of neural and evolutionary computing techniques in financial decision support. Of particular interest is the utilization of such machine learning approaches for the analysis (data mining) of high-frequency market data for examining market behavior and for the development of decision rules governing trading strategies. The use of technical analysis and decision rules is routine in the investment industry and recent academic research also points to its potential. Brock et al. [6] note that simple trading strategies hold significant prediction potential for the Dow Jones Index and LeBaron [21] extended these results for the foreign exchange (FX) market. Facilitated by computing resources and availability of high-frequency data in recent years [12] , a number of studies have undertaken nonlinear and complex systems approaches (see [5] for a review) and observed fractal patterns in high-frequency market data [25] . Following on such findings, studies have sought the use of artificial-intelligence techniques for analysis of financial markets data and discovery of trading decision rules. Genetic search has been noted to be advantageous for the induction of trading models [1] , [30] - [32] . Various studies have also examined the use of neural networks for discerning patterns in financial markets data (see for example, [34] ).
This paper considers the use of genetic programming (GP) to induce trading decision models from high-frequency FX markets data. It specifically suggests the incorporation of domain-related knowledge and semantic restrictions in the genetic search process. It undertakes a structuring of the representation based on the semantics of the knowledge primitives, together with the design of genetic search operators that preserve such semantic restrictions. A defined symmetry property provides the basis for the semantics of trading models in FX markets. The symmetry properties of basic indicator types useful in formulating trading models are defined, together with semantic restrictions governing their use in trading model specification. While this study focuses on the context of discovery in currency markets data, the specification and use of domain-related semantics is generally applicable in the GP search process. This paper illustrates the manner in which domain knowledge can be leveraged to enhance GP search. As highlighted in the presented application, domain knowledge can be usefully applied to establish the semantics guiding the use of different functions and terminals constituting a GP tree and the design of the crossover and mutation operators.
Prior studies on the use of GP for trading model induction concluded that although an interesting and potentially useful approach to automated search of trading models, the regular GP representation and operators often lead to overly complex and unreliable solutions [1] , [31] . Such solutions, comprised of complex combinations of functions and indicators, were often difficult to understand and interpret. Basic interpretability of models and behavior of model components, besides being generally desirable, is also key to furthering our understanding of trading model capabilities, usage, and guidelines for their design. It forms a particularly important criterion here since the models obtained through automated search are subject to manual analysis and tailoring (for example to test for sensitivity to certain market conditions or client preferences) prior to implementation. Further, a large portion of population members in earlier GP studies was noted to be unusable trading models, resulting in wasteful search-these arise from the use of regular GP operators that do not follow domain-related semantics.
Decision models here propose trading recommendations based on the price history given by the time series of the FX rate under consideration. This price information is summarized in the form of variables called indicators. A trading model seeks to capture market movement patterns and thereby provide trading recommendations in the form of signals, a " 1" indicating a buy signal, " 1" a sell signal, and "0" indicating to stay out of the market.
An important property desirable in any exchange rate trading decision model arises from a basic symmetry condition. Consider the US Dollar to German Mark (USD-DEM) exchange rate. Note that a trading model that is optimal for the USD-DEM exchange rate is also expected to be optimal for the inverted German Mark to US Dollar (DEM-USD) exchange rate because both rates correspond to the same market. For this to hold, the model should provide at any time a recommended signal for the first rate that is exactly the reverse of the signal for inverted rate, i.e., , .This means that the recommended signal of a consistent and sensible trading model must be an antisymmetric function of the price changes. If the search is not restricted to GP trees giving an antisymmetric trading signal, a large portion of generated models will be nonsensical. 1 For instance, a model providing a symmetric trading signal has the very undesirable behavior of always giving the same recommendations for both the USD-DEM and DEM-USD rates.
The search in GP is affected critically by the need for the closure property [16] , which requires that all components and representational constructs be handled uniformly, thereby allowing arbitrary subtree expressions to be recombined. Unrestricted operators can yield solutions that are nonsensical in the context of specific application domains. For instance, a comparison between a price and a volatility term, though syntactically correct, may violate the symmetry property given above and thus make little sense in FX trading models. Undesirable GP-tree solutions may also form from subtree expressions specifying a logical AND-ing of a Boolean variable and a price term. Traditional GP seeks to support closure in the presence of such variables of essentially different type by introducing special "protected" operators. The AND operation between a price (a real type) and a Boolean term can be handled, for example, by treating positive real values as true. Various protected operators are typically imposed to ensure the validity of generated trees. Though many trees generated by regular GP using protected operations may be syntactically correct and evaluatable and specify trading signals (and possibly be profitable too), these may not conform to basic domain semantics and thereby may be difficult to interpret; they may not form "rational" rules for trading models. Figs. 1(c) and 2(a) and (b) show some examples of such nonsensical solutions.
While one approach to overcoming the closure problem is to only use functions and terminals having the same return type, this can be overly restrictive. Noting that protected operations are not always adequate, data-typing-related mechanisms have been proposed in the literature to help circumvent the closure property in GP search [24] , [15] . Traditional GP approaches to closure, however, do not include various domain-related constraints relevant for specific applications; significant search effort can be wastefully spent in generating nonsensical solutions. Alternatively, the results of recombination have to be checked and the generated trees rejected when they do not conform to domain requirements; significant search effort may go wasted in this case. Where such restrictions are not imposed, the resulting GP trees may not form sensible solutions in the application context, thereby also compromising their interpretability. 1 In this paper, we use the term "nonsensical" for solutions that can be evaluated, but do not obey specified domain semantics (symmetry constraints) and are, thus, nonrational as trading models in FX markets. The symmetry property given above forms the basis for establishing the requisite restrictions on the use of various functions and terminals in forming a GP-tree trading model and for the genetic search operators. These constrain the search to the space of solutions that are not only syntactically correct and provide executable trading models, but also ensures that the solutions generated satisfy defined semantics for FX trading models. Note that the incorporation of such semantics will tend to lower search flexibility; it should, however, enhance the efficiency of search. It can also be advantageous in terms of yielding solutions that are more readily interpreted and possibly of lower complexity too. While complex price dynamics may necessitate trading models that are inherently complex, lower complexity models yielding similar performance levels are desired, both from the point of view of interpretability as well as for being less prone to overfit by capturing noise patterns in the training data. An empirical study examining these issues is presented. Findings indicate that the reduced flexibility from the incorporation of semantics restrictions, rather than hamper the effectiveness of the search, yields solutions with improved performance. These are noted to be obtained with reduced search effort-with significantly fewer solutions being generated in the search process. The use of semantic restrictions also is found to foster the search for lower complexity trees. Further, solutions obtained using semantic restrictions are found to exhibit wider varying trading behavior, suggesting more effective search exploring different regions of the search space.
Bhattacharyya et al. [3] provided a preliminary report on the use of representational semantics with some first results. The current paper both elaborates and extends on the semantic restrictions on the GP representation and operators and presents results from an experimental study evaluating the impact of incorporating semantics in the discovery process. The results show that the use of semantic restrictions lead to the induction of more robust models. The experimental study is based on intraday data on the USD-DEM exchange rate series.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section provides a brief introduction to genetic search and GP. Section III then examines the basis for our incorporation of semantic restrictions and then discusses the knowledge primitives for representing trading models and associated semantics. Section IV presents results from a set of experiments that look at the efficacy of the designed scheme. The final section provides concluding remarks.
II. GENETIC PROGRAMMING OPERATORS AND CLOSURE
Since the search operators in traditional GP can establish arbitrary functions and terminals as arguments (descendants) for a function node, the function set is required to be well defined and closed with respect to the various arguments that it can have. This closure property thus requires that all elements of a tree return the same data type, so as to allow arbitrary subtrees to be recombined by crossover and mutation operators.
The closure property presents a limitation in many applications where solutions are more naturally represented using some data typing mechanism. Koza [16] proposes the concept of constrained syntax structures as a means for relaxing this constraint. Montana [24] describes strongly typed GP, where elements of a tree can be of any predefined data type, with the tree initialization routines and search operators generating only semantically correct tree structures. The constraint-based scheme of [15] allows general nontype-related constraints to enforce the validity of solutions. Following on a similar vein, our presented approach to induce trading decision models seeks an incorporation of domain-related semantics in the genetic search process. An alternative approach is to bias the fitness function toward desirable solutions and penalize nonsensical solutions [23] . As noted in [24] , however, "this approach can be terribly inefficient, spending most of its time evaluating trees that turn out illegal" [24 , p. 203] . Where domain semantics impose a number of restrictions on the trees, as in the case of trading models, the penalty function approach may not be very effective. Further, this approach would add to the complexity of an already complex fitness function-note that in trading model-like environments, the fitness function has variety of factors to consider. (Section IV-B elaborates on the fitness functions used here.)
As explained in the introduction, in the context of FX trading models, the search is restricted to the class of models that provides trading signals that are antisymmetric functions of the price changes. The different signal indicators are generally combined by logical functions to form a GP decision tree corresponding to the specific trading strategy. Because of the symmetry constraint on the output signal of the root node, we use modified comparison and logical operators that return a ternary Boolean (TBool) value (see Section III-B for definition). Maintaining the symmetry constraint in a GP tree requires tracking the symmetry property at individual nodes in the tree. The symmetry-related constraints, thus, need to be defined for the various representational constructs used in a tree. Fig. 1 illustrates how two sensible trees may be subject to recombination to yield nonsensical or problematical trading model solutions when unrestricted operators are used. Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows two GP-tree trading models that are sensible solutions. Consider a crossover operation with crossover subtrees, selected randomly, indicated by dotted lines around the subtrees. Crossover then recombines these subtrees to obtain the models of Fig. 1 antisymmetric trading signal; notice that the left subtree carries a product expression of a Boolean and a real term-while this is easily handled by a "protected" operator that converts Boolean values into reals, such operations will introduce strong discontinuities in the signal produced by the left branch of the GP tree when the 15-day moving average crosses the 25-day moving average. Such a model will produce an unusable and unstable signal that is very sensitive to overfitting. The next section describes the additional restrictions introduced to avoid such problems.
III. SEMANTIC RESTRICTIONS AND KNOWLEDGE PRIMITIVES
The observed shortcomings in earlier GP approaches to the induction of trading models [1] , [31] arise from the use of general-purpose operators based on the closure property, where enforced closure in the function and terminal sets compromise the logic and semantics of the knowledge primitives and thereby lead to nonunderstandable and/or nonsensical solutions. The approach presented in this paper focuses on a structuring of the representation and operators based on domain-related semantics. Defined semantic considerations restrict the tree structures to combine knowledge primitives in a meaningful way, thus ensuring that obtained models constitute sensible trading decision models and contributing to their understandability. Compared to the usual closure assumption, this also provides the added advantage of reducing a priori the search space to more meaningful programs and improves search efficiency. Along with domain semantics, other heuristic considerations may also be included.
A function-based terminology provides a richer and more precise depiction than the regular tree-node terminology. The -arity of a function specifies the number of subtrees attached to the corresponding function node, with a function of zero arguments corresponding to a terminal node. In GP, it usually is postulated (using the closure property) that any tree is a valid program; the only restriction is the -arity of the functions, which fixes the topology of the tree. We depart from this postulate by introducing semantic restrictions. For this, we introduce a set of type . A simple such set of two type is , being the set of reals. A function is then a mapping from types into a type, namely For example, with the above two types, we can have the functions of two arguments This is similar to strongly typed GP [24] . Additional symmetry-related constraints are elaborated in the next section. A valid GP tree must respect defined semantics, with a possible further constraint on the type of the root. This overcomes the (rather unnatural) condition that a function be applicable on all type of arguments. The definition of functions must include the types of their arguments and the type of the results. The GP evolution procedure then needs to define a random tree initialization routine and crossover and mutation operators, respecting the defined restrictions.
A. Trading Model Semantics
As mentioned, trading models for FX are a function of the FX-rate series history. In the FX market, prices can be seen from two sides, e.g., the value of USD-DEM and the value of DEM-USD. Then, it is common to consider the logarithmic middle price which possesses an exact symmetry corresponding to the interchange of the exchanged and expressed currencies. (By simplification, the variable will simply be called price in the rest of this paper.) If the price of USD-DEM is , then the price of DEM-USD simply is . Statistical results based on absolute difference of (or volatility) are identical for USD-DEM and DEM-USD. This is a desired property because both rates correspond to the same market.
As explained in the introduction, it is desirable that a trading model satisfies this symmetry too. The recommended signal (also referred to as the model gearing) of a trading model may be considered as a function of the price series. In this study, the signal can take three values: a " 1" indicating a long position (buy signal), " 1" for a short position (sell signal), and "0" indicating a neutral position (no open position). Note that a simplistic approach to such trading models could consider one currency in an exchange rate as the domestic currency and the other one as the foreign investment. In the case of USD-DEM, if DEM is the domestic currency, then a buy signal could be interpreted as a long position and a sell signal as a short position in the foreign currency (USD). The neutral position (signal 0) corresponds to a no open position in the foreign currency. The reverse signal should be used in the other case, where the role of the two currencies is interchanged.
Enforcing the symmetry condition on the trading model, thus, requires
The root node of a GP tree should thus provide an antisymmetric signal. The symmetry property for the root node of a GP tree derives from that of its constituent functions and terminals. The symmetry-related semantics is, thus, defined for the various representational constructs used in a tree. The desired antisymmetric signal at the root node is then maintained by tracking the symmetry property at individual nodes in the tree.
The representational constructs should be powerful enough to be able to capture price patterns and thereby encode effective trading strategies. The terminals could be financial indicators or numeric constants and any appropriate function on these can then be used in specifying a solution. Indicators considered are usually functions of the price time series; functions of other time series can also be used (e.g., interest rate functions for studying FX-rate series).
Various indicator descriptions for use with trading models have been described [27] - [29] . Based on their potential use in trading models, these may be classified broadly as: 1) trend following (whereby a trading model follows major directional moves in the series); 2) overbought/oversold (which allow taking contrarian positions); 3) market mood sensors (which specify staying out of the market during specific periods). Here, an indicator is compared generally to some break levels (usually constant values), which correspond to specific levels at which the meaning of the indicator changes. For instance when an overbought indicator breaks a specific maximum value, the market is assumed to have entered an overbought state and the appearance of a new down trend is, thus, expected. In trading models with some self-adjusting behavior, some of these break levels can be specified by other indicators.
As noted before, indicators and constant values enter the GP tree as terminals. Terminal nodes return a real value. In order to enforce the symmetry , three possible types are defined for reals. 1) Antisymmetric Type : For example, a moving average of the price change 2) Symmetric Type : For example, a volatility 3) Constant Type (Numeric Constants): Constants are in essence of symmetric type. We will, however, consider a constant type separately in defining semantic restrictions to ensure meaningful operations in the GP-tree formation. A TBool is defined by the ternary logic , corresponding to the signal returned by a trading model. As in the case of the reals, this logic can also be split under the symmetry into an antisymmetric logic and a symmetric logic.
In the interest of simplicity, however, the symbols and are used below to indicate symmetry for both reals and Booleans. Constant arguments for functions that require TBool type arguments are specified by constant values restricted to (TBoolConstants). In specifying a GP trading model, every node evaluation is considered to return both a value or return type (e.g., TBool, Real) and asymmetry type ( as defined above). The typing mechanism and semantic restrictions are used both to have consistent arithmetic and ternary logic and to categorize the symmetry properties. This makes the application of semantic restrictions on trading models more useful, as the types are used to classify a finer property of the data than the difference in the data representation, as for example in the distinction between Boolean and real. Fig. 2 shows two GP trees with the symmetry property of nodes indicated next to the nodes (symmetry type applies to the numeric constants and is not explicitly shown). For the tree in Fig. 2(a) , the addition operator in the right branch does not possess a clear symmetry property because its first child node returns an antisymmetric type while the second child node specifies a symmetric type-here, the evaluation of the antisymmetric indicator on, say, the USD-DEM will change signs when evaluated on the interchanged currency DEM-USD, while the evaluation of the symmetric indicator will remain the same on both the USD-DEM and DEM-USD. The symmetry property for the root node is also, thereby, not well defined. Undesirable trees like this can be generated by regular GP, but will be avoided with the incorporation of semantic restrictions. For the tree in Fig. 2(b) , all constituent nodes possess well-defined symmetry properties, but the root node is of symmetric type-it will, thus, return the same signal for both USD-DEM and DEM-USD rates. Even if such a tree can be considered as a sensible timing indicator in another context, this tree does not provide an antisymmetric trading signal and, hence, does not form a sensible solution in the context of FX trading models. The symmetry properties for the different functions and terminals in a GP tree trading model are developed in the following section.
B. Functions
A variety of functions may be considered for formulating FX trading models. Each, however, must be specified in terms of the semantic restrictions relating to symmetry, which guide their combination with terminals and other functions. The semantic restrictions add a type to each branch of the tree and the operators are defined to allow only certain combinations of types. The basic arithmetic, comparison, and logical operators are useful and their respective semantics are defined below. Most of these take two arguments, and in the semantic tables below the first row and column correspond to the type of the two arguments, with the intersection cells show the type of the result. The symbol "." represents a combination of arguments that is not allowed.
Arithmetic Operators: Arithmetic operators are defined as where denotes any of the operators and denotes the reals. Arithmetic operators take two arguments, which, given the function and terminal sets considered here, can be terminals or arithmetic expressions that evaluate to reals (in this case). The division operator is protected to avoid division by a null denominator. Semantics for these operators is shown in Table I (a) and (b).
Notice that since constants, as mentioned above, are essentially of symmetric type, additive operations between a constant and a symmetric type are defined to return a symmetric type. An additive operation between an antisymmetric and a symmetric type is, however, not well defined and, hence, disallowed. Consider a trading model for the USD-DEM; while the antisymmetric indicator, say, , will evaluate to for the DEM-USD, the symmetric indicator will carry the same value; the symmetry property of an additive operation here is then unclear. Multiplicative operations between a symmetric and antisymmetric type are meaningful-for instance, a product of a price and a volatility term is similar in nature to a constant multiple of a price term and indicates a price term conditioned by the level of volatility or level of a constant value. As a heuristic, operation on two constants is disallowed to avoid wasteful computation of constants through the regular crossover and mutation operators. The regular GP operators are noted to be ineffective at selecting constants [11] ; a numeric-value mutation operator for determination of constants is used instead.
Comparison Operators: Comparison operators are defined as where denotes any of the operators . They take two real-valued arguments and return a TBool value. With the function and terminal set used here, the arguments can thus be terminals or arithmetic operators. The return TBool value is obtained as and accordingly Noting that the TBool values in the context of trading models correspond to signals specifying a long, short, or neutral position, the following definitions of the operators is considered. An AND returns a nonneutral trading signal only when both arguments agree on the signal An OR returns the signal of an argument if it does not conflict with the signal of the other argument or if the other argument signals a zero; a neutral (zero) signal is returned when the arguments' signals are in conflict (For the condition above, the TBool arguments are interpreted as reals for the multiplication; this expresses a return signal of 0 when one argument takes a value of one while the other takes a value of .) Note that ; here, the result is biased toward the added second term. While the above definitions do not follow traditional threevalued logics [19] , they are more appropriate in the context of combining trading signals. For instance, taking the maximum value of the two arguments, as used for the OR operator in traditional multivalued logics, is less appropriate in our context since that would unreasonably bias results toward buy signals (corresponding to the higher TBool value).
The semantics for logical operations is defined in Table III.  The here defines the heuristic , where is the antisymmetric argument, is the complement (defining the transformation of the TBool signal) of the symmetric argument, and represents either the AND or OR operator. That is, when interchanging the expressed and exchanged currencies, the trading model should Table IV , where the rows and columns correspond to the second and third arguments. The symmetry of the operator is determined by the second and third arguments irrespective of whether the first argument is symmetric or antisymmetric; when the first argument is antisymmetric, the second and third arguments are switched in evaluating the IF operator. In Table IV , defines the heuristic , and is included to allow a TBoolConstant in one of the arguments. When both arguments are TBoolConstants, an IF can return either an or type; here, the heuristic specifies that for an antisymmetric IF the constants change sign, i.e., ; for symmetric IF, no such change is required. These heuristics permit constants in the second and third argument and allow trading models specifying a constant signal conditioned on some test in the first argument of an IF operator. Where both the second and third arguments are constants, the symmetry type of the IF operator can be interpreted as either or , based on symmetry requirements of the tree.
Finally, due to the trading model requirement , the GP tree must evaluate to an antisymmetric type (root node must return an antisymmetric type). Since a trading decision model returns a signal, the root node is also restricted to a TBool return type. Given the set of operators considered here, the root node can, thus, specify an IF, logical, or comparison operator.
A random tree generation routine in keeping with the defined restrictions is used for creating the initial population. The regular GP subtree crossover operator is enhanced so as to maintain semantics and is specified as the following. Here, denotes a node of the GP tree , represents the parent node of the node in the tree , asserts that the function in the node is compatible as a child node (argument) to the function in the parent node of , is the set of compatible nodes in the tree , and denotes the subtree of rooted at the node . In implementation, the search loop for compatible crossover functions is aborted after a preset number of trials; in this case, one randomly selected parent tree enters the next generation.
A branch-mutation operator replaces a subtree rooted at a random node with a randomly generated subtree compatible with the semantic restrictions. An allele-mutation operator randomly alters a node in a tree with another of compatible type and semantics, with the subtree(s) below the node remaining unchanged. Since the regular GP operators are inadequate for numeric constant selection [11] a nonuniform mutation operator [23] is used for constants. Here, a uniformly chosen constant-valued terminal is replaced by Here, represents the legal range of values for each element ( in our case) and a uniform random choice determines whether the increment or the decrement be applied. The mutation value returns a value in that decreases with increasing . Thus, with being the number of generations of search, this operator seeks a wider search in the initial stages, but gradually focuses to a more local search as the generations progress. As in [23] , the following implementation is used:
where is uniformly generated in [0,1], gives the total number of generations of search and is a parameter determining degree of nonuniformity (a value of was used for the experiments reported here).
IV. INDUCTION OF TRADING MODELS
This section presents an experimental study examining the efficacy of the designed semantic restrictions. The performance of obtained trading models using the semantically constrained representation and genetic search operators is compared with that of models selected without semantics. Performance with and without semantics is examined using two different fitness functions; the first is based on a simple aggregation of returns, while the second seeks more stable performance using a risksensitive measure. Details of the indicators used and the trading model environment have been reported in the literature [29] , [33] and are discussed only briefly here.
A. Indicators
Indicators similar to those reported in earlier studies [31] , [32] are used. As mentioned earlier, these indicators form the terminals in a GP tree. Antisymmetric and symmetric indicators are used, together with a set of constants.For each of these two indicator types, seven indicators defined on time ranges of four, eight, 12, 16, 20, 30, 50 days are considered. Note that these time ranges may be established as a separate terminal set to be selected by the genetic search; given the focus of this study on examining the efficacy of the defined semantics, a predefined set of time ranges have been used. [14] ) defined on time ranges of four, eight, 12, 16, 20, 30, 50 days are used.
Constant Values in the Range [ 2, 2] : As indicated earlier, these are used primarily in specifying break levels for indicator comparisons. TBoolConstants are restricted to the set . These indicators are common in the literature and details on their computation are described in detail in [29] and [35] . The momentum indicators are normalized to have an average variance of one and the volatility indicators to have an average value of one. However, given the focus of this study on the semantics of how such indicators may be combined to specify trading decision models, the above preset time ranges are used for the reported experiments.
B. Fitness Functions
The formulation of a search objective (fitness function) largely determines the nature of decision rule selection. While trading decision models typically seek the general objective of maximizing profits or returns, the exact form of the fitness function can impact the nature of models obtained. A crucial issue in trading model induction is that of overfit to the training data-models may fail to capture the essential principles underlying price movements, but instead model the specific movements in the training data. This arises from the lack of stability in the statistical behavior of high-frequency financial data [14] . The specification of the fitness function can have a bearing on the extent of overfit in the models obtained. In this study, we use two fitness criteria proposed in the literature. The first evaluates fitness directly from the profit or returns generated by a model; since this may be susceptible to high variance in the returns, leading to poor performance out of sample, a second fitness function considers a risk-adjusted measure of the return [33] . The risk-adjusted returns based fitness function used here is observed to yield models with reduced overfit.
The return of a transaction, calculated when a model changes position, is given by where and are the current and previous transaction prices. The annualized total return is then an aggregation of transaction returns from a model, normalized for a yearly period Here, sums over the transactions executed by the model over the evaluation period . This annualized aggregated return generated by a model is used for fitness evaluation.
Note that the transaction costs due to the bid/ask spreads are always included in the returns computation, 2 but no interest rate gains are taken into account. Further, while models typically accrue a risk-free rate during periods when they specify a neutral position, a model here is not considered to accumulate any returns while a holding a neutral position.
A second fitness function (named here ) uses a risk-adjusted measure of the return [9] , [33] . This trading model performance measure is based on the evolution of both the realized total return of the past transactions up to the time and the return of the current trading model position, i.e.,
where From the expected utility framework (see [9] ), a simple expression for annualized evaluated over the period is obtained as a function of the average return adjusted for its variance where is a constant factor of risk aversion (fixed to 0.1 in this study 3 ). This measure still depends on the sampling time interval and does not permit the comparison of for different intervals. The usual way to enable such a comparison across different time intervals is through annualization, i.e., multiplication with the annualization factor
The annualized return is independent of , but the variance term still depends on the sampling interval. To remedy this problem, a weighted average of annualized variances evaluated for different time horizons 4 is used and the final fitness function is where . The weighting function is chosen to center around the three-month horizon in order to give sufficient importance to the short horizons in comparison with the long ones.
as the fitness measure thus favors trading models with stable returns over time, leading in general to better performance beyond the training data.
C. Experiments and Results
Presented experiments consider the induction of trading models for the USD-DEM FX-rate series using high-frequency data spanning over a period from January 5, 1987, to June 30, 1994. 5 The data were divided into alternate training and test periods of roughly a year-and-a-half each. This period is the same as used in earlier studies and was chosen such that sufficient trading signals are generated so that adequate performance statistics can be obtained. This provides five data blocks, with three alternating periods used for training and two for testing. The exchange rate series, together with different training and test data periods, is shown in Fig. 3 . One more year of data, ending January 4, 1987, is used to initialize the model indicators. The models are continuously updated through the full time series, but trading is allowed only in the training or test periods corresponding to the type of evaluation (searching or testing).
Though physical time scales may be used with daily or weekly financial data, it is noted to be inappropriate when analyzing high-frequency intraday data [14] . A modified business time scale related on market activity as proposed in Dacorogna et al. [8] is instead used in this study. This time scale in essence expands out periods of high market activity and shrinks down low-activity periods. It has formed the basis for a number of reported studies on high-frequency market data [9] , [10] . In order to evaluate each trading model in a reasonable amount of time, this study uses hourly data that is regularly spaced in this modified business time scale. Such sampling allows one to concentrate selected prices in periods of high market activity and give a lower weight to weekends and holidays. Both bid and ask prices are kept to allow for a correct evaluation of each transaction return. Transactions are always executed on the price at which the signal was generated. This is justified since transactions can be executed within a few seconds in the spot FX market.
A random tree initialization routine in keeping with the defined semantics was used for generating the initial population. The depth of each initial tree was randomly selected between two and six. To obtain diversity in initial tree configurations, the ramped half-and-half method was used. The regular crossover and mutation operators were enhanced to accommodate the semantic restrictions defined earlier. For performance comparison with solutions selected without semantics, the tree initialization routine and crossover and mutation operators were also implemented without consideration of semantic restrictions. A maximum tree depth of eight, a mutation rate of 0.1, and a crossover rate of 0.8 was used in the evolution phase. For mutations, the branch, allele, and nonuniform mutation operators (see Section II-B) are used on a randomly selected node with probabilities of 0.5, 0.2, and 0.3 respectively; since nonuniform mutation applies to numeric constants only, where the randomly selected node does not carry a constant value, the branch and allele mutation operators are applied with probabilities of 0.5/0.7 and 0.2/0.7 respectively. Regular tournament selection of size 5 was used and a population of 100 GPs was evolved over 100 generations. The population size was kept small for efficiency reason, as each GP tree must be evaluated on about 30 000 price data points.
Note that even semantically correct solutions may at times specify conditions that always maintain the same trading signal-say, by specifying conditions that always evaluate to true (or false). Since such solutions do not provide useful trading models, they are not accepted; in such cases, new solutions are generated, first by attempting small changes to the model through the mutation operator (specified number of mutation tries) or otherwise by generating a new random solution. The number of such unacceptable solutions can be expected to be higher without the use of semantics in the search process.
Experimental runs were set up to examine any differences in performance of selected trading models with and without incorporation of semantic restrictions and models were selected using both the returns as well as the -objective. This gives a total of four sets of GP runs. Performance was aggregated over 20 independent runs for each of these four sets. Results from these runs are shown in Table V (a)-(c). In comparing objectives, common random numbers were used for the different GP runs for potential reduction in variance; this is not possible for comparison between the with and without semantics models since the tree initialization as well as search operators are different for these two sets of runs.
Performance is reported in terms of the Returns and -measures for both the training and test data. The model complexity, in terms of the total number of nodes in the GP tree is reported. The shrinkage in Returns performance from the training to the test data, measured as ( is also shown. Shrinkage measures the difference in a performance of a model between the training and test data and indicates the model's overfit to specific training data. The total number of solution evaluations indicates the number of invalid solutions generated during the search, and thus measures the extent of wasteful search. In Table V tics, -and Returns performance are higher on the test data when using the -objective. Thus, in accordance with anticipations expressed in the -objective, models are seen to exhibit more stable performance and lower shrinkage when selected using this as the fitness function. Model complexity and total evaluations are not seen to be affected by the different objectives; instead, they vary by whether semantics are used during discovery process. Interestingly, both with and without semantics, no significant differences in the Returns performance is observed between the two objectives, even on the training data. The -objective, seeking high returns but with a more stable patterns of returns, provides models yielding similar Returns performance on average to that provided by models obtained with the Returns objective. For models obtained using the Returns objective, which has a sole focus on higher total returns, a higher variability in returns from individual transactions tends to lower overall performance.
These tables also indicate, for the Returns objective, slightly higher values of the training -and Returns performance in models obtained with semantics, with more distinct differences noticed on the test data-performance of selected models with semantics is higher than models obtained without any semantic restrictions. This is noticed from the values for tests comparing these performance means [top rows of values from Table V( Table V(d)] . Incorporation of semantics is thus seen to foster the discovery of trading decision models with more stable performance; the lower shrinkage values also point to this. Model complexity is also seen to be significantly less when semantics is utilized in searching. Further, as expected, the incorporation of semantics improves search efficiency-far fewer evaluations are required when semantics is used. When semantics are not enforced, a higher number of generated solutions turn out invalid (holding a same signal across data conditions), leading to more solution evaluations during the search.
Note that the differences in performance levels observed represent significant improvements in the domain context. For instance, for the -objective, the increase in returns from the use of semantics is seen to be 1.5 points; though this may seem at first glance a small number, it corresponds to a relative improvement of 18.9%. Similarly, for the Returns objective, the use of semantics gives a performance increase of 43.9%. Rela- tive improvements from the use of semantics are seen to be even higher for the risk-adjusted returns values.
As mentioned, the decision models specify signals in corresponding to short, neutral, and long positions, respectively. The percentage of time spent in a neutral position by selected models using the different objectives with and without semantics is given in Table V(e). Values here, again, are obtained from the 20 independent GP runs each under the different experimental conditions. The trading models, on average, spend a relatively smaller fraction of time holding neutral positions and specify long or short positions to the larger extent. When semantics are utilized in the discovery process, however, a higher variance in the percentage-neutral value of models is noticed. The range of the percentage-neutral duration of models is also higher across the different GP runs when semantics is used. The use of semantics can thus be considered as leading to the search of models with wider varying behavior. This may indicate a more effective search fostered by incorporation of the defined semantics. Note also that in the results of Table V(a) and (b), the models are not considered to accrue any returns when in a neutral position. Since the models will typically earn a risk-free rate in reality, the performance of the with-semantics models-holding neutral positions for larger fractions of time than the without-semantics models-will tend to be higher than that shown.
Some examples of trading models obtained using semantic restrictions are shown in Fig. 4 . Here, the symmetry types are indicated next to the nodes and and represent momentum and volatility indicators with time range (as indicated in Section IV-A, a set of predefined time-ranges were used for this study). All the models shown constitute sensible trading models, returning an antisymmetric signal. The semantic restrictions also ensure meaningful combinations of terms at the individual nodes, thereby making interpretation easier. It should be noted, however, that the defined semantic restrictions are not a sufficient condition for interpretability. Even with semantic restrictions, models can be large enough to make interpretation cumbersome. While the incorporation of semantics is generally found to yield more compact models, number-of-nodes gives only a rough measure of model complexity. Semantically valid models can specify complex combinations of terms that are not always readily understandable.
D. Discussion and Future Research
This paper has presented a domain-related structuring of the representation and incorporation of semantic restrictions for GP-based discovery of trading decision models. The symmetry properties of basic indicator types useful in formulating trading models have been defined, together with semantic restrictions governing their use in trading model specification. Future work can consider extending this formalization to include other useful operators and explore different trading decision behaviors.
The incorporation of semantics is seen to foster the discovery of trees of lower complexity, which provides a key advantage in the real-life development of trading models, where the automated discovery of models from data forms only the first step. The selected models are then analyzed with respect to their effectiveness and behavior under different market conditions and manual rules established to provide constraints on their usage. A selected model may, for instance, be found to perform poorly near market closing hours, but exhibit good performance otherwise; establishing suitable constraints will typically enhance performance much beyond that seen with the "raw" models obtained. Such manual rules can also be cast around model components that embody different behaviors.
While both the semantics and the risk-adjusted returns fitness measure are seen to lower shrinkage, overfit to the training data remains an issue of concern. For this, the use of a control data set to determine the optimal discovery level beyond which overfitting sets in can be useful, but requires sufficient data which can be split into training, control, and testing subsets of adequate size. Schemes for utilizing different subsamples for fitness evaluations in different generations can also be useful in this regard; such resampling mechanisms in fitness evaluation have been reported to be useful in [4] and [20] . Future research should also consider alternate fitness function formulations to further control for overfit.
Future work can also investigate enhanced representations and genetic search features. The use of templates seeking to capture different trading behaviors such as trend following, overbought/oversold, market mood etc., can prove useful. The incorporation of automatically defined functions [17] , [18] in the GP search remains a further avenue for investigation. We also note that the use of the standard "hard" logic operators to combine model subparts can give rise to undesirable signaling-logical combination of two signal series can result in very frequent signaling. Definition of logic operators with smoother transitions, similar to fuzzy logic [19] , can provide better performance.
Finally, we note that while the presented experimentally study considered a single FX-rate series, use of genetic search to discern patterns in multiple series can be investigated [31] . Here, rather than using a single data series at a time, models showing high performance across multiple currency rate series are sought. This may also provide a means for reducing overfit and providing more robust trading decision models.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The presented experimental study was based on high-frequency data on a currency exchange rate series. While the incorporation of semantics could be expected to lead to a poorer performance-because of restrictions on the search operators and generally diminished search flexibility-it is instead found to yield significant benefits, both in terms of improved search as well as in returns related performance. The use of semantic restrictions in the discovery process leads to fewer useless solutions being generated, with the resulting search effort accordingly reduced.
The utilization of semantics is also seen to impact the returns performance of obtained models. While performance on the training data may be similar, the with-semantics models perform significantly better on the test data; semantics can, thus, be considered to yield models exhibiting more robust performance. Experimental results also indicate that the risk-adjusted fitness measure contributes to performance, with significantly better returns on the test data and reduced shrinkage.
As desired, the incorporation of semantics is seen to foster the discovery of trees of lower complexity. The selected trading models, comprising of constructs that obey defined semantics, are also amenable to easier interpretation. This provides a key advantage in the real-life development of trading models.
